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CISV Forms Frequently Asked Questions and Answers 
 
Legal Forms  
 
1.  Why use my legal name?  This is not the name I’m known by. 
Your legal name is an element of your identity.  If there is a discrepancy in the names on the legal 
identification you present and the names that appear on your form, government authorities cannot be 
100% certain that all the documents presented pertain to you, and consequently may not let you travel.  
Feel free to use common names within the program and in any pre-camp communications. 
 
2.   What dates should I indicate as the start and end dates of the program?  Should I add a day to the 
beginning and end in case flights change or travel delays are experienced? 
At the very least, the forms should be filled out with the delegation's travel dates (which will likely be 
beyond the dates of the program). It is good practice to include a buffer of 1-2 days at the end of this 
range in case of delays. 
If travelling as part of a delegation you must ensure everyone's (including leader's) dates are the same. 
 
3.   Who can I use as a witness?  Should it be board member?  
You can use anyone 21 years of age or older as a witness. It is recommended this individual is a CISV 
board member (ex. a Risk Manager); however, this is not necessary if not feasible. 
 
4.   How many copies of each form do I need and where do I send the original? Why do I need copies? 
The original stays with the traveller and is provided to camp staff upon arrival. A copy stays with chapter 
RM. An additional copy is needed for each homestay (if applicable). If you are not available then the 
Legal Form also appoints CISV personnel (Programme Staff or Host Family) from the Host Country 
named above to consent to medical treatment on behalf of the Participant in the event that prompt 
medical attention is needed. 
 
5.   Do I need to send any forms in advance? If yes, what is the best way (ex. mail, email, fax) to ensure 
information is secure? 
No, forms should not be sent in advance. They are confidential documents and we cannot ensure they 
remain secure if sent by email.  
  
6.   I'm an adult leader – do I need to fill out an YLIF as well? 
No, anyone 16 years of age or older does not need a signed YLIF.  Anyone over age 21+ (including adult 
leaders) must complete an ALIF. Delegates between age of 16-21 years must complete the TWAL. 
 
7.  Does my chapter need a copy of the YLIF for each child? Who do I give it to? 
Yes, your chapter requires a copy of any legal form in advance of the program. This should be given to 
your chapter's Risk Manager for review to ensure it has been completed correctly. 
 
8.   Should we include a buffer for dates of appointment as temporary guardian? If yes, how long? 
At the very least, the forms should be filled out with the delegation's travel dates (which will likely be 
beyond the dates of the program). It is good practice to include a buffer of 1-2 days at the end of this 
range in case of delays. Dates for all 4 delegation members and leader must be the same. 
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9.  There used to be a question about insurance coverage on the legal forms. Is insurance no longer 
required? 
Effective 2016 Programme year, all delegates and leaders and staff will be covered by universal 
Travel/Medical insurance provided by IO. Delegates will be charged for this by their chapter as part of 
their program fee. Since everyone will be covered, you will not need to provide proof of insurance 
coverage to the programme. Please note that the legal forms have been updated for the 2016 
Programme year to reflect this change. 
  
10. How do I know whether or not the form has to be notarized? Who is responsible to pay the cost if 
it does require a notary? 
CISV Canada no longer requires legal forms to be notarized. Some chapters may still require forms to be 
notarized. The delegate/family is responsible for paying costs of notarization. 
 
11.  Why is only one parent’s signature required?  Typically both parents need to sign when a child is 
leaving the country with only one or no parents. 
CISV International requires that only one parent’s signature is required. It is helpful but not required for 
both parents to sign. 
  
Health Form 
 
1.  Why does it have to be completed within 3 months of the start of the program? What if I am 
travelling beforehand and am unable to do it within 3 months? Is it invalid? 
The Health Form must be completed within 3 months of start of program to ensure that staff have 
access to the most accurate and current health status of all participants. If you are travelling 
beforehand, you will need to visit a doctor to complete the form in the required time frame  
 
2.    My doctor charges me to review/fill in forms. Who covers this cost? 
The delegate is responsible for covering the cost. For leaders, this cost is usually borne by the families of 
the delegates. 
 
3.     It says to bring specific medical documentation with me. Do I need to do that as the leader or can 
the participants bring them? 
Any documentation requested by the camp staff must be provided by all participants, both youth and 
adult leaders. It is recommended that leaders carry all documentation on behalf of their delegates for 
whom they are responsible as temporary guardians. 
 
4.      I'm a female leader. Is it necessary for me to fill in the part on page 4 "for female participants?" 
Yes. It is important that staff have access to information that will help ensure all participants health and 
safety. Rest assured that Health Forms are considered confidential documents and will be safeguarded. 
 
5.    If a child has never had an allergic reaction, should he/she include permission to administer some 
sort of antihistamine in the event that he comes into contact with something new that he is allergic 
to? 
This does not need to be specified, the legal form gives permission to CISV leader to act as temporary 
guardian and administer required treatment. In addition, if adult leader is not available, and prompt 
medical attention is needed, the form enables CISV personnel (staff or host family) to consent to 
medical treatment. 
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6.     Should I include over-the-counter medications on the health form?  Should brand names or 
generic names be used? 
Yes all medications should be includes on the Health form. Use generic name, as medications may be 
known by different names in other countries. 
 
7.     I’m not clear on my own or my participant's immunization record.  Should I attach a copy in 
addition to filling out the chart to the best of my ability? 
Yes you should attach a copy of your immunization record. This is a medical document generally 
completed by a health care professional and would be accurate. 
 
8. How many copies of each Health Form do I need and where do I send the original? Why do I need 
copies? 
The original stays with the traveller and is provided to camp staff upon arrival. A copy stays with chapter 
RM. An additional copy is needed for each homestay (if applicable). The Health Form provides important 
information for the host family. It is, however, a confidential document and should be collected by you 
at the conclusion of each homestay. 
  
 


